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1. What did Stalin ask of the Allies? (Setting the Stage)  

2. Where did Churchill want to strike first?  

3. Why did this anger Stalin?  

4. What German general took the port city of Tobruk?  

5. What was a problem for the British caused by the Germans?  

6. *What was General Montgomery’s tactical decision in El Alamein?*  
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7. What was launched after the Allies forced General Rommel back?  

8. What future president led this operation in Morocco and Algeria? Was it successful?  

9. Where did the German advances stall in Russia?  

10. What major battle began on August 23, 1942?  

11. What was Hitler’s reaction to the Soviets surrounding the city and cutting off German 

supplies?  

12. *How many Soviets died in the Battle of Stalingrad? How much of the city was 

destroyed?*  
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13. What did the conquest of Sicily do to Italian power?  

14. What happened to Mussolini on April 27, 1945 near the city of Milan?  

15. Besides Hawaii, what was the difference between the U.S. than Great Britain and the 

Soviet Union?  

16. What did automobile factories produce during war time?   

17. What happened as a result of factories producing products for the war?  

18. *What helped save on gasoline and rubber?*  



19. Why did Allied government conduct highly effective propaganda campaigns?  
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20. What was a negative effect of government propaganda?  

21. What started happening that March of 1942?  

22. What was the Allied plan in 1943?  

23. What did the Allies do to keep Hitler guessing where the attack was coming from?  
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24. *What city was D-Day carried out at? What was its code name?*  
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25. What happened a month after D-Day?  

26. What was the name of German offensive battle that failed?  

27. What happened after the Battle of the Bulge?  

28. What finally happened on May 9th, 1945?  

29. What happened due to the Allied win in Guadalcanal?  
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30. *By the fall of 1944, where did the Allies finally return to?*  

31. What resulted when the Japanese took a massive gamble in the Battle of Leyte Gulf?  

32. What were kamikazes?  

33. What did Truman’s advisors inform him about the Japanese homeland that made him 

decide to use the atomic bomb?  
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34. When the U.S. decided to drop the atom bomb on Hiroshima, how many people died?  

35. How many people died in the Nagasaki bombing?  

36. *What happened on September 2nd on the battleship Missouri?*  


